Colour and Cut Out

TEMPLATES

by Beatrice Wilder

CONTENTS

1: Whole Note
2: Eighth Note (stem up)
3: Eighth Note (stem down)
4: Two Eighth Notes
5: Sixteenth Note 1 (stem up)
6: Sixteenth Note 2 (stem down)
7: Two Sixteenth Notes
8: Bass Clef
9: Treble Clef
10: Quarter Notes and a Rest
11: Half Notes and a Rest
12: Eighth Note and Sixteenth Note Rests
Color and Cut Out

1 - Whole Note

Whole Note
Color and Cut Out

2 - Eighth Note (stem up)
Color and Cut Out

3 - Eighth Note (stem down)
Color and Cut Out

4 - Two Eighth Notes
Color and Cut Out
5 - Sixteenth Note 1
Color and Cut Out

6 - Sixteenth Note 2

Sixteenth Note
Color and Cut Out

7 - Two Sixteenth Notes
Color and Cut Out

8 - Bass Clef
Color and Cut Out

9 - Treble Clef

Treble Clef
Color and Cut Out

10 - Quarter Notes and a Rest
Color and Cut Out

11 - Half Notes and a Rest

Half Notes

Half Note Rest
Color and Cut Out
12 - Eighth and Sixteenth Note Rests